FLIP BOOKS!

FOCUS AND GOALS
- Empower students to interpret art through their lens
- Research an artist and their work
- Build critical thinking skills

MATERIALS NEEDED
- Printed copies of the Flip Book template
- Glue
- Scissors
- Markers, crayons, colored pencils, graphite, etc.

INSTRUCTIONS
Have students:

1. Fill out each prompt using the guided questions and information
2. Color the sheets any way the students want
3. Once information and coloring is filled out and done, cut each page out along the given border.
4. Make sure students do not cut off the dotted line that has GLUE written on it.
5. Once everything is cut out, now is the time to assemble!
6. Place glue along the entire section titled 'glue' and place each sheet on top of each other in order starting from the smallest sheet to the largest.